
IntegraBots is an iPaaS web-based workflow
builder with 150+ pre-built connectors and a
no-code activities to build complex logic of

process execution.
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Introducing ElectroNeek

IntegraBots
IntegraBots stands out as a robust iPaaS
solution, offering a web-based workflow
builder with an extensive connector
library, no-code activities, and a focus on
process automation and scalability.



By facilitating the creation of customized
processes tailored to specific business
needs and enabling real-time execution, we 
turn into a valuable asset for organizations 
seeking efficient integration.



IntegraBots excels in automating processes 
through seamless data flow between 
different applications and systems,
prioritizing user experience and making it
accessible for both technical and non-
technical users.

IntegraBots

Demo Video
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDxwCo8BlRc
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How does it work?

Why integrate

systems online? Quick path to value - build workflows 

online in minutes

150+ Integrations

Very simple no-code step by step interface

No desktop component or virtual 
machine needed to execute automation

Our solution enhances accessibility, collaboration, and efficiency, 
eliminating the need for extensive IT support and infrastructure.




Assemble workflows right in your browser:



By leveraging browser-based tools, organizations can reduce the costs 
associated with software deployment, maintenance, and updates. This 
ensures that users can create and manage workflows regardless of whether 
they are using Windows, macOS, Linux, or any other supported platform. 
Allows users to access and manage their workflows from any device with 
internet access. This flexibility is crucial for individuals who work across 
multiple devices or in various locations. 



Set triggers and conditions:



Setting triggers and conditions in iPaaS integration is about defining when 
and under what circumstances your workflows should execute. This flexibility 
allows you to create intelligent and responsive integrations that align with 
your business processes.  

Run workflows in a cloud:



You can easily integrate with cloud services, enabling users to store and 
retrieve data from the cloud, creating the ability to edit workflows in real-time 
fosters a collaborative environment.
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Connect your Favorite Apps In 1 Click 
Integrate and Grow

And more...

Activebots

Airtable

Amazon S3

APITable

Approval

Asana

Bannerbear

Binance

Blackbaud

Bloomerang

Box

Branches

Brevo

Brilliant Directories

Cal.com

Calendly

Certopus

Clarifai

Clickup

Clockodo

Connections
CSV

Data Mapper

Date Helper

DeepL

Delay

Discord

Drip

DropBox

Facebook Leads

Figma

Files Helper

Freshdesk

Freshsales

GCloud Pub/Sub

GenerateBanners

GhostCMS

Github

Gitlab

Gmail

Google Calendar

Google Contacts

Google My Business

Google Sheets

Google Tasks

Gotify

Gravityforms

Hacker News

HTTP

HubSpot

IMAP

Intercom

Invoice Ninja

Jotform

Kimai

Kizeo Forms

Linear

LinkedIn

Llmrails

LocalAI

Loops

Mailchimp

MailerLite
Mastodon

Math Helper

Matrix

Mattermost

Mautic

Microsoft Excel 365

Microsoft OneDrive

Mindee

Monday

MySQL

Nifty

Notion

Ntfy

Onfleet

OpenAI

OpenRouter

Pastebin

Pastefy

Pipedrive

Postgres

PostHog

Pushover

Qdrant

Resend

RSS Feed

Salesforce

SendGrid

SFTP

SimplePDF

Slack

SMTP

SOAP

Spotify

square

Sendfox

Stability AI

Storage

Stripe

Supabase

SurveyMonkey

Tags

Talkable
Tally

Telegram bot

Text Helper

Tidycal

Todoist

Trello

Twilio

Twitter

Typeform

VTEX

Webflow

Webhook

WooCommerce

Wordpress

Xero

XML

YouTube

Zendesk

Zoho CRM

Zoho Invoice

Zoom
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Why ElectroNeek?

Schedule a demo

or Talk to Sales

Why now?
2024 is the perfect time to scale 
workflows that automate repetitive 
tasks, improving efficiency and 
reducing the likelihood of manual 
errors.
 

Let’s reach out to another level of 
development and empower your 
automation skills.



Go to our Pricing Page by scanning 
the QR Code below and start your 
project with us.

Ease of use



Your own employees 
can automate with 
no-code and AI or we 
help you get started


Compare plans in details

Leader in automation 
capabilities



Graphic User Interface, 
2FA, APIs, local or cloud 
deployment + self-
building bots with AI 



Trust and Secure



SOC2 Compliance

Enterprise-grade 
architecture trusted 
by Fortune500 clients
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